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The invention to be hereinafter described 
- relates to apparatus for locating underground 

sounds. It has a' great variety of uses in 
cluding locating leaks in water pipes, sounds 

. d caused in mining operations, and mine rescue 
work. ' ’ 

This apparatus comprises a pair of geo 
phones connected by tubes with ear pieces 
conveniently carried by a head band as in 

10 telephony. The apparatus takes advantage 
of the principle that the ear recognizes the 
direction from which sound comes. 1n using 
the apparatus the two geophones are moved 
about against the surface through which the 

15 vibrations are coming, until a point is found 
where the sounds have the same intensity in 
both ears. The direction in which the'sound 
comes will be perpendicular to a line connect 
ing the two geophones. Similarly, whether 

2° the sound be in front of or back of the observer 
is readily determined. ' 
The geophone is a highly sensitive instru 

ment, and will pick up sounds foreign to those 
desired to be detected. One of the purposes 
of the invention, therefore. is to provide an 
ear piece having a construction which mate 
riallv reduces if not wholly eliminates these 
foreign sounds. Accordingly. one feature of 
the invention provides the block ot the ear 
piece with an air chamber for promoting ef 
iiciency of operation ofthe apparatus. 
The length of the auditory duct varies 

with different people. and while the nipple 
ofthe ear piece should come close to the ear 

; drum` it should not press injuriously against 
‘ g it. A further feature of the invention pro 

` vides an ear piece having provision permit 
ting the nipple readily to yield on reaching 
eíiicient contact with the ear drum. 
A still further feature of the invention pro 

vides a handle construction for each geo 
phone to facilitate manipulation thereof in 
moving them from one location to another on 
a street when ñnding a leak in a water main. 
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The character of the invention will be best ' 

understood by reference to the following de 
scription of the preferred form thereof shown 
in the accompanying drawing, wherein is a 

. 50 view of the complete apparatus in elevation, 

one geophone and one ear piece being shown 
in section. 
In the embodiment of the invention illus 

trated inthe drawing, the apparatus is shown 
as comprising a pair of geophones 1, each 
consisting of a base plate 3, a cap plate 5, 
and an iron ring 7 between said plates with 
mica or metal diaphragms 9 interposed be 
tween the ring and cover plates, the assem 
bly being secured together by screw bolts 11, 
and having a lead weight 13 suspended with 
in the interior of the case between the two 
diaphragms. 

'I_Íhe ,geophone constructed as above de 
scribed is essentially a seismograph, and its 
advantages have been known since eiirperi` 
ments were first conducted by the French 
durinnI the World War. It is the subiect 
o_f a U. S. Department of the Interior bulle 
tin. When the instrument is placed on the 
ground and there is any noise in the vicinity, 
energy is transmitted as wave motion to the 
earth. and the earth’waves shake the ,qeophone 
case. The lead wei aht remains comparatively 
motionless. and thus relative motion occurs 
between the instrument case and the weia’ht. 
causinar the air in the case to be compressed 
and rarified. The air pulsations. in the pres 
ent instance. are transmitted through rubber 
tubes 15 to ear pieces 17 mounted on pins 19 
connected by curved head springs 21 as in 
telenhone head pieces. 

Heretofore. to connect the tube with the 
neophone. the latter had a small nipple on 
the. can plate inserted into the tube. To pro 
vide a more secure connection of the tube 
with the `rzeophone and to facilitate manipu 
lation thereof, a‘handle 23 is provided hav 
infr a bore 25 receiving an end portion of the 
tube, and a counterbore 27 threaded onto a 
boss 29 projecting centrally'from the cap 
plate. and capped by a nipple 31 for inser 
tion in the lower end of the tube. A wire 
wrapping 33 may be applied to the tube to 
securely connect it to the nipple, and both 
boss and ni ple have a bore 35 communicat 
ing with t e tube and the interior of the 
geophone case. B means of this handle the 
geophone may rea ily be grasped by the hand 
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i on stooping, without undue exertion, and then'l 
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' moved from place-to-place. 
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. into the auditory duct is mounted on the outer ` 

20 

Each of the ear pieces 17 comprises a block 
37 preferably of hard rubber. Threaded to 
this block land overlying one face thereof is 
a cap 39 for .engagement with the ear. As 
illustrated the block has a bore, of greater 
cross-section than the tube, within which there 
may be housed a metal cylinder 41 forming an 
enlarged air chamber. One end ofthe cylin 
der 41 has a hole threaded to one end of a con 
necting elbow tube 43, the opposite end of 

. saidY tube YV'being Yinserted within the upper 
end of the rubber tube 15.' The air chamber 
cylinder may project through the central 
opening in the ear cap 39. A relatively soft 
perforated nipple 45 adapted for insertion 

end of a hollow stem 47 projecting through 
the cylinder »end wall, and having a plunger 
48 at its inner end within the cylinder. A 
coiled spring 49 within the cylinder tends to 
yieldingly hold the plunger at the outer end 

` of the cylinder and will yield to adapt the 
ear piece to the dimensions ofthe user’s head 
and thus prevent uncomfortableor injurious 
pressure of the nipple against the ear drum. 
As an example of the use of the apparatus, 

' it may be considered that it is desired to find 
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the location of a leak in a water main the evi 
dence of which may appear on the surface of 
the street at some distance from the point 
where the main is damaged. To accomplish 
this, the geophones may be placed successive 
ly on two adjacent hydrants, and observa 
tions taken until the leak is located between 
two of them. Then the eophones may be 
placed on a fitting on the ranch pipe lead 
ing to a residence shut-olf valve, and severa-l 
of these between said hydrants are tested until 
the leak is located by sound between two of 
them. Finally the geophones may be placed 
on the street or roadway beneath which the 
water main is located within the area last de 
termined, andthe apparatus. having the im 
proved features above described, will enable 
determination of the position of theleak in 

‘ the water main within very fine limitations. 

50 
We believe that the greatly increased etli 

ciency of our apparatus is due to the provision 
of the special features of construction that 
have hereinbefore been described. -One of 
thesefeatures is‘the air chamber which for 
convenience vis formed within the ear block 
although it is within the scope of the inven 
tion to locate it at any point between the geo 

. phone and the nipple entering the auditory 

..60 
duct. ' The geophone is so sensitive that the 
shock from a direct passage to the ear is con 
siderable. Its sensitivity also enables it to 
pick up man sounds foreign to the particu 
lar one soug t to be detected. An enlarged 
air chamber intermediate the geophoneand 
the ear causes the waves transmitted to cush 
ion or be smoothed out to such an extent that 

the shock on the ear is adequately moderated, . 
making itmuch easier for the operator to se 
lect or distinguish the particular sound for ̀ 
which he is listening. In practice, for water 
leak finding, the tests are preferably made 
early in the morning when street traffic is 
lightest and there is general quiet. Another 
novel feature consists in the use of a block 
on the tube' the bulk of which acts to 'conserve 
the energy of the vibrations transmitted by 
the geophone, prevents their dissipation and 
gives them a better chance to reach the ear. 
It is probable that there is'some absorption 
of the vibrations by the block so that they are 
softened which'is highly advantageous to the 
operator. An apparatus constructed in ac 
cordance with the principles herein given 
prevents dissipation of the sound waves or 
holds them in the place where they should be 
with the advantage of elimination of distor 
tionf I ' ' 

While the sound wave transmitter has been 
named in the description and claims as a “geo 
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phone” this is not to be construed as a term i ' 
of limitation `since the employment of any 
equivalent instrument in the combinations 
defined by the claims would fall within their 
intended scope. ' _ . 

The nature of the invention having been 
indicated and its preferred embodiment hav 
ing been s eciñcally described, but recogniz 
ing that c anges may be made 1n the con-v 
struction of such embodiment without de 
parting from its spirit and scope, what 1s 
claimed as new, is: ' . 

1. Apparatus for locating sounds compris 
ing a pair of geophones, a head gear having 
a pair of ear pieces, and tubes connected .to 
the geophones and ear ieces, each. of said 
ear pieces comprising a lock contammg an 
air chamber communicating with its ltube, 
a plunger in the air chamber having a hollow 
stem projecting from the chamber, a mpple 
on the stem for insertion in the auditory duct, 
and a spring tending to move the plunger to 
ward an end of the chamber and yieldable to 
prevent undue pressure of the nipple on the 
ear drum when the head gear _is in use. 

2. In apparatus for locating sounds com- ~ 
prising a geophone, an ear piece and a tube 
connecting the geophone and ear piece, sald 
ear piece _comprising a block containing an 
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enlarged bore communicating with the tube, ' 
a hollow stem communicating with the bore, 
and a' nipple on the stem for insertion in the 
auditory duct. . 

3. In apparatus for locating sounds com 
prising a geophone, an ear iece and a tube 
connecting the geophone an ear piece, said 
ear piece comprising a block containing an 
air chamber of _greater cross-section than the 
tube and communicating therewith, a _cap on 
the block shaped for close engagement with 
the ear, a hollow' stem communicating 'with 
the airV chamber and extending beyond v_the 
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cap, and a nipple on the stem for insertion f 
in the auditory duct. 

4. In apparatus for locating sounds com 
prising a geophone, an ear piece and a tube 
connecting the geo hone and ear piece, the 

5 provision of an en arged air chamber inter 
mediate the geo hone and the ear piece sur 
rounded by a_ b ock of considerable bulk to 
overcome distortion and prevent dissipation 
of the energy of the yibrat1ons transmitted by 
the geophone.I , 

5. In apparatus for locating sounds com 
Erising a geophone, a tube for conducting vi 
rations transmitted by the geophone, a block 

at the end of the tube for bearing against the 
`ear of the operator, and a nipplexfor entering 
the auditory duct yieldingly mounted in said 
block. i 

6. In apparatus for locating sounds com 
prising a geophone, an ear piece and a tube 
connecting the geophone and ear piece, said 
ear piece comprising a block with a central 
bore, a cylinder in the bore communicating 
with the tube, a plunger in the cylinder hav 
ing a hollow stem, a nipple on the stem for 
insertion in the auditory duct, and a coil 
spring in the cylinder urging the plunger to 
ward one _end of the cyllnder and yieldable 

A to allow movement of the plunger within the 
30 cylinder. 

7. In apparatus for locating sounds com 
prising a geophone, an ear piece and a tube 
connecting the geophone and ear piece, said 
geophone having a handle projecting from the 
top thereof containing a‘ bore through which 
the tube passes from the geophone to the ear 
piece. 

8. _In apparatus for locating sounds com 
prising a geophone, an ear piece and a tube 
connecting` the geophone and ear piece, said 
geophone having a boss projecting centrally 
from its casing provided with a bore commu 
nicating with the interior of the geophone, a 
handle secured to the boss having a bore re 

45 ceiving the tube, and means for securing the 
' tube to the boss within the handle. 

t In testimony whereof we aiiix our signa 
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tures. „ 

' GEORGE A. CALDWELL. 
so ` JOSEPH C. BIRCHALL. 
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